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5G Radio Access Technologies

11.1

General

The following subsections discuss promising radio access technologies in order to
realize 5G system. The subsections contain information on the latest radio access
technologies embraced in [1] or newly introduced technologies. The 5G communications
system should be constructed by selecting, combining or modifying these technologies in
order to make 5G systems work in each use case.
11.2

Overview of 5G radio access network

The radio access network (RAN) and aggregated backhauls support the capabilities of
data transport, radio transmission and reception. In the 5G era, these capabilities shall
be enhanced to accommodate massive traffic capacity and device connectivity while
providing enhanced quality of user experience.
As has been mentioned in the previous chapters, ‘5G’ communications system should
serve wide range of use cases. Depending on each of these use case, range of required
capabilities to radio access technologies would be extremely different. Consequently ‘5G’
communications system should be an intrinsic and genuine-type heterogeneous network
which utilizes every proper radio access technologies according to required capabilities
of the use case concerned. Intrinsic and genuine-type heterogeneous network would not
be a simple ‘overlaid cellular networks’ aiming improved communication capacity
anymore but it should be a consolidated communication system consist of functional
elements tailored to each of the use cases and serve them in a suitable manner.
Lots of innovative technologies mentioned in the following sub sections will be
introduced to improve the performance in the system for 2020 and beyond. Some of
these technologies are illustrated in Fig. 11.2-1 [1].
It should be noted that the figure below illustrates candidate radio access
technologies of ‘5G’ and subject to further refinement.
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Fig. 11.2-1 Overview of ‘5G’ RAN technologies
11.3

RAN related technical works update

11.3.1

General

Initial technical investigations were made in [1]. Since then, enormous progress has
been made to consolidate ‘5G’ RAN systems. The following sub sections describe some of
the related technical achievements.

Note: The following sub sections do not intend to give an exhaustive list of
technologies that will be used in a ‘5G’ RAN system and their contents would further
be reviewed considering the future study outcomes.
11.3.2

Information of technical works related to modulation or coding scheme

(1). OFDM-SSB-QAM [2][3][4][5][6]
This method belongs to orthogonal multiple modulation/ demodulation technologies,
which is based on the analytic frequency form using the Hilbert transform. While the
current OFDM uses DSB (double side band) carriers, this method uses a SSB (single
side band) which separates one DSB into two of SSB carriers, so that the spectral
efficiency is twice that of LTE/OFDM.
The schematic diagram below shows the principle of the technology (spectral
structure) comparing OFDM and OFDM-SSB-QAM:
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Fig. 11.3-1 Spectral structure of OFDM and OFDM-SSB-QAM
Architecture of the modulation & demodulation parts per partial block of one element
(for four SSB carriers) are shown below. The inventive step is that local signals for
quadrature demodulation are formed as SSB elements.
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Fig. 11.3-2 Architecture of OFDM-SSB-QAM modulator and demodulator
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SSB forming is carried out using a forming data table. Generating multicarrier and
integration of demodulation is carried out using FFTs. These elements are very common
in LTE/OFDM systems.


The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB



Expected performance/features when applied:
This method not only provides double the spectral efficiency of LTE, but also takes

over the whole access function built by LTE. Furthermore, this method is
signal-processed in the baseband part closely, so that the spatial multiplication
technologies; MIMO or NOMA can be adopted easily.


Preconditions when applied:
SSB is said to be weak against frequency fluctuations like the Doppler shift effect,

but its tolerance is the same when compared to OFDM. This solution method has the
frequency synchronization as OFDM, as well.
Because both OFDM and this method are multicarrier systems, it is suitable to
adopt this transformation into SC-FDMA when using millimeter wave bands.
(2). Time and frequency localized single carrier technology [7][8]
Insertion of zeros or a static sequence before DFT operation in DFT-s-OFDM can
reduce out of band emission compared with the conventional DFT-s-OFDM. Fig. 11.3-3
shows a comparison between DFT-s-OFDM and DFT-s-OFDM with zero or static
sequence. Fig. 11.3-4 demonstrates out of band suppression performance of
DFT-s-OFDM with zero or static sequence. Maintaining the low peak to average power
ratio of SC-FDMA, which is the standardized uplink waveform in LTE, the
aforementioned technologies can reduce out of band emission compared to DFT-s-OFDM
waveforms. The inserted zeros or static sequence can be used as a cyclic prefix,
providing robustness against frequency selectivity in channels.
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Fig. 11.3-3 DFT-s-OFDM with zero or static sequence insertion
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Fig. 11.3-4 Out of band suppression performance
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, mMTC, URLLC
Waveform technologies with flexible numerology is in demand. In millimeter and
centimeter bands, waveforms with low PAPR are in demand to expand coverage
without increasing linear region of a power amplifier. Both the number of connected
devices and the frequency of asynchronous access is expected to increase due to the
emergence of IoT applications. Out-of-band suppression to provide robustness against
asynchronous access is also one of the key requirements for a 5G system.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Low PAPR, low out-of-band emission, coverage expansion, saving cost for amplifiers・
・Preconditions when applied:
Limited backoff, asynchronous access from UEs, coverage expansion for downlink and
uplink.
(3). Filtered-OFDM (f-OFDM) [9][10][11][12]
f-OFDM can achieve desirable frequency localization while enjoying the benefits of
CP-OFDM. This is attained by allowing the filter length to exceed the CP length of
OFDM and designing the filter appropriately. Figure 3 of Ref. [11] (see Fig. 11.3-5)
shows the baseband impulse response of the designed filter with bandwidth equal to 3
RBs. It can be seen that the main energy of the filter is confined within the CP length,
and thus, its induced ISI is very limited.
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Fig. 11.3-5 Impulse response of the designed filter for f-OFDM with bandwidth equal
to 3 RBs
The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC, mMTC:



The f-OFDM scheme is widely applicable to diverse usage scenarios which are carried
out through the conventional OFDM channel, with negligible ISI/ICI degradation impact.
In addition, spectrum resources can be flexibly grouped on the f-OFDM resource block
domain depending upon the traffic profile and the loading. That can be realized by the
optimal radio parameters arrangement, which is suitable for the requirement of the
associated application scenario.



Expected performance/features when applied:
Because of the narrower strict band shaping of f-OFDM spectrum, additional

sub-carriers can be allocated in the guard-band between two adjacent carrier bands
on top of the conventional OFDM. This is beneficial in order to gain more spectrum
efficiency and system capacity. filtered-OFDM supports diverse numerology, multiple
access schemes, and frame structures based on the application scenarios and service
requirements simultaneously. It allows co-existence of different signal components
with different OFDM primitives. For example, three sub-band filters are used to
create OFDM subcarrier groupings with three different inter-sub-carrier spacing, the
OFDM symbol durations, and the guard times. By enabling multiple parameter
configurations, f-OFDM is able to provide more optimum parameter numerology
choice for each service group and hence better overall system efficiency.
Furthermore on the f-OFDM domain, the sliced sub-carrier resource blocks can be
optimally allocated for the associated application devices in combination with the
SCMA. Owing to the non-orthogonal coding scheme of SCMA, the scale of
multiplexing access number can be enlarged significantly in low latency radio channel,
while allowing grant-Free access connections.
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Preconditions when applied:



The f-OFDM is applicable frequency and deployment scenarios agnostically. Since
f-OFDM has OFDM as its core waveform, it enjoys the desirable properties of OFDM
while enabling immediate application of all existing OFDM-based designs. For
instance, f-OFDM is MIMO-friendly and also its PAPR can be easily reduced using
DFT precoding as in DFT-S-OFDM.
Also, “asynchronous” multiple access is possible with the proposed “filtered
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (f-OFDMA)” / “filtered discrete-Fourier
transform-spread OFDMA (f-DFT-S-OFDMA)”, which uses the spectrum shaping
filter at each transmitter for side lobe leakage elimination, and a bank of filters at the
receiver for inter-user interference rejection.
(4). Polar code [13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29]
Polar code achieves very good channel quality and capacity with a simple encoder and
a simple successive cancellation (SC) decoder even in cases where the code block size is
larger. Polar codes have engendered significant interest and a lot of research has been
done on code design and decoding algorithms. One of the most important decoding
algorithms is SC-list decoding which can perform as well as an optimal
maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding with an appropriate list size for moderate code
block sizes.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC, mMTC:
Polar coding is applicable to the 3 scenarios including eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC for
providing better channel quality and reliability. The polar coding is effective and applied
to both long bit service and short bit service data packets.

・Expected performance/features when applied:
Performance simulation have shown that Polar codes concatenated with cyclic
redundancy codes (CRC) and an adaptive SC-list decoder can outperform turbo/LDPC
(Low Density Parity Check) codes for short and moderate code block sizes. Polar code
has better performance than the other codes currently used in the 4G LTE system,
especially for short code lengths, thus it is considered as a desirable candidate for the
FEC (Forward error correction) module in 5G air interface design.
Following effects can be also expected:
•

For small packet (e.g. IoT, control channel), Polar Codes have 0.5-2dB gain

comparing with Turbo Code used in LTE. (Page 14 of Ref.[14])
•

No error floor, suitable for ultra-reliable transmission
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•

Low energy consumption

・Preconditions when applied:
Polar code is an innovative FEC scheme to improve radio channel reliability. It is
applicable and more effective to be combined with other radio channel technologies of
new waveforms, multiplex access scheme, access protocols, frame structure, etc. in
frequency agnostic.
11.3.3

Information of technical works related to multiple access scheme, duplex

scheme
(1). Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) [30][31][32][33][34][35][36][37][38]
SCMA is introduced as a new multiple access scheme. In SCMA, different incoming
data streams are directly mapped to codewords of different multi-dimensional
cookbooks, where each codeword represents a spread transmission layer. Since the
multiple SCMA layers are not fully separated in a non-orthogonal multiple access
system, a non-linear receiver is required to detect the intended layers of every user.
The sparsity of SCMA codewords takes advantage of the low complexity message
passing algorithm (MPA) detector which achieves ML-like performance.
Additional technical information is available in [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and [44].
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Overlaid codewords with code domain resource sharing
Fig. 11.3-6 SCMA codebook mapping, encoding, and multiplexing

・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, mMTC, URLLC
Massive connections with user devices become available via SCMA introduction.
Long and short burst data packets on the devices are carried smoothly. It is also
beneficial to achieve higher data throughput, compared with conventional OFDMA,
under the same level of channel resource utilization with a smaller packet drop rate
in small latency processing. (Ref.[36][37][38])
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Following improvements are expected compared with OFDMA:
• Multiplexing gain for massive connections.
• Grant-free multiple access that eliminates the dynamic request and grant signaling
overhead, which is an attractive solution for small packets transmission in low
latency connection.
• Robust with lower packet drop late, better BLER in link budget, higher throughput
in loaded conditions.
• Some adaptive parameters can compromise among spectral efficiency, coverage,
detection complexity, connectivity, and link budget, to adapt to different application
scenarios.
・Preconditions when applied:
The SCMA scheme is theoretically applicable in frequency and deployment
scenarios agnostically. User multiplexing can be realized without the need for full
knowledge information of users’ instantaneous channels. The spectrum efficiency is
further enhanced if SCMA is used in conjunction with f-OFDM.
(2). Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [45][46]
In non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) with advanced receiver, multiple users
can use the same time and frequency resource. In downlink NOMA, a base station
multiplexes signals for users in power domain. In uplink NOMA, which is grant free
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access or scheduled access, multiple users’ signals are spatially multiplexed at the base
station.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : mMTC:
NOMA can increase the number of users who simultaneously transmit or receive
data at the same resource.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
This technique can improve spectral efficiency since more users can transmit or
receive data at the same resource compared to orthogonal multiple access, e.g.
OFDMA or SC-FDMA. The number of users, which transmit or receive data
simultaneously, also increases. As a result, a base station with NOMA can
accommodate more users than orthogonal multiple access.
・Preconditions when applied
NOMA is suitable for the environment of massive users in both cases of grant free
access and scheduled access. Grant free access causes NOMA interference which
occurs statistically depending on the number of users and traffic condition and so on.
However, the interference can be suppressed or canceled by advanced receiver (e.g.,
iterative canceller). In scheduled access, a base station can adequately select
non-orthogonally multiplexed users based on their channel conditions if the base
station accommodates massive users. NOMA may not be limited by the particular
frequency band, but may be suitable for below 6GHz.
(3). Space Division Full Duplex [47]
Full duplex or STR (Simultaneous transmission and reception) is extremely
challenging since very large TX/RX isolation is required. Space division full duplex
utilize spatially separated small transmission points (STPs) alongside with macro
transmission points (MTPs). While the MTP serves DL to one or some terminals, the
STP serves UL to other terminals, or vice versa simultaneously. MTP and/or STP may
employ adaptive beamforming and successive interference cancellation (SIC) in order to
reduce interference to acceptable level for receiving operation. Smart algorithms have to
be developed since the selection of combination of STPs and terminals being served will
have impact on the system performance.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Following improvements are expected compared with OFDMA:
Ideally, cell capacity will increase by the factor of 2 compared to conventional
duplex scheme.
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・Preconditions when applied:
C-RAN (Centralized Radio Access Network) scenario in order to coordinate STPs.
11.3.4

Information of technical works related to MIMO or multiple antenna

technologies
(1). Nonlinear Multi-User MIMO [48][49]
The linear precoding (LP) scheme is a general method for MU-MIMO. However, since
most of the spatial resources at the BS are consumed to direct nulls, we cannot expect
extra TX diversity.
On the other hand, nonlinear precoding (NLP) is a strategy realizing an inter user
interference (IUI)-free DL transmission by canceling IUI observed by users in advance.
In NLP, user hierarchization is mandatory for practical IUI-precancellation (PC).
Block triangulation (BT) is a hierarchization scheme which creates the system channel
matrix as shown below:

Fig. 11.3-7 System channel matrix for nonlinear MU-MIMO
where Hi is channel matrix and Bi is the precoding vector for user i, enabling the IUI
to be successively canceled.
The concept of NLP is illustrated in the following figure.

Fig. 11.3-8 Concept of Nonlinear precoding
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・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Because this technology can decrease the dependency of throughput on user
location, the system stability can be enhanced. Especially, the data rate of “near users”
can be improved
・Preconditions when applied:
Dense BS deployment and cluster user distribution is assumed. High data rate
system using simultaneous many-beams transmission, such as massive-MIMO, will
be suitable.
(2). Multi-User (MU) MIMO with non-liner precoding, and massive MIMO [50][51][52]
MU-MIMO is an advanced antenna technology to improve spectrum efficiency by
increasing the maximum throughput of multiple users on the cell with the limited
resources of spectrum. In an experimental trial of MU-MIMO with downlink massive
MIMO, a remarkable gain was verified by means of the RF channel calibration,
dynamic UE selection scheduling, and non-liner precoding scheme employed in TDD
reciprocity channel.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB:
In various scenarios of mobile broadband (MBB) services, higher throughput and
higher spectrum efficiency are desired for wireless broadband applications such as
data transfer utility and video services for multiple user terminals simultaneously in
a cell coverage area.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Following gains can be obtained by the MU-MIMO introduction:
•

Spectrum efficiency

•

Cell throughout, Cell capacity

•

User device throughput

・Preconditions when applied:
Outdoor experimental trial was executed with following radio arrangement
(Ref.[50]) and [51]):
• 64 Tx antenna in BS
• 24 UEs, with 2 Rx antenna per UE
• THP based non-linear precoding /EZF based liner precoding
• 2.3GHz band TDD, BW = 20MHz
44 bps/Hz was achieved with non-linear precoding scheme. (Fig.2 of Ref.[51])
In another trial of 73GHz mmWave MU-MIMO live demo, 20Gbps data rate was
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achieved to individual user. (Ref.[52]) The MU-MIMO is frequency diagnostic.
(3). Subarray Type Massive MIMO [53][54][55]
Massive MIMO is an effective approach for using higher spectrum because it can
compensate for the large propagation loss in high frequency bands. However
massive-MIMO needs many digital and analog components, resulting in higher costs
and large energy consumption.
Hybrid beamforming is superior solution for reducing the complexity. Especially
subarray type massive MIMO (see remarks) achieves two features, decreasing the
number of digital and analog components, and superior transmit performance.

Fig. 11.3-9 Block diagram of a hybrid beamforming architecture
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB:
In various scenarios of mobile broadband (MBB) services, higher throughput and
higher spectrum efficiency are desired for wireless broadband applications such as
data transfer utility and video services for multiple user terminals simultaneously in
a cell coverage area.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
1. Limiting the number of digital (ADC and DAC) and analog components while
also decreasing performance degradation, thus manufacturing cost and power
consumption will decrease overall.
2. Realizing high-speed transmission in line of sight environments using multiple
beams for one UE. Subarray type configuration takes advantage of the feature of low
correlation among the subarrays.
・Preconditions when applied:
Radio frequency is above 6GHz because of limited space for mounting antenna
elements, and lower frequency selectivity.
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(4). Millimeter-wave beam multiplexing using inter-subarray coding [56]
The size of antennas with massive number of elements becomes reasonable range for
millimeter-wave. However, in practical terms, since the same number of base-band
processing as that of antenna elements would be required, equipment size and power
consumption will increase. Hybrid beamforming is proposed in which leaves signal
processing partially in the analog domain. When a sub-array configuration is used in
the analog domain, the gain of each sub-array is limited and either sidelobe or
obtainable beam width causes interference between the beams. The technique of
inter-subarray coding enables generating non-interfering high gain beams which is
suitable for massive MU-MIMO operation in millimeter wave.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB:
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Similar to full MIMO operation by reduced signal processing load.
・Preconditions when applied:
Millimeter wave where the size of antennas with massive number of elements
becomes reasonable.
11.3.5

Information of technical works related to RAN deployment or is control

schemes
(1). Beam based cell change procedure [57]
For the cell change, a UE measures a signal level/quality of each beam of surrounding
base stations and reports the results to a macro cell. A selected base station uses several
beams in addition to a selected beam for receiving access signal from the UE.

Fig. 11.3-10 Beam based cell change procedure
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB:
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Fast and robust cell change.
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・Preconditions when applied:
Dual connectivity.
(2). Linear Cellularization [58][59]
High-mobility scenarios related to land-mobile communications such as railways will
generally should have service areas that are covered linearly. Although antennas placed
alongside the road or track should direct high-gain beams to cover longer area especially
in high-SHF or EHF bands, cellularization per antenna needs frequent handovers and
to reuse several radio frequencies.
Linear cellularization, where we can virtually form a long linear cell by
linearly-distributed antennas at an identical radio frequency tagged with the same cell
ID, is one efficient solution for high-mobility scenarios. Longer cell range yields less
handovers and less reuse radio frequencies, resulting in higher spectral efficiency user
throughput and group mobility. In addition to fixed-beam antennas, massive antennas,
spatial multiplexing and beam tracking can also be utilized over the linear cells, and
they can bring further expansion in throughput and capacity to the high-mobility users.

Fig. 11.3-11 Concept of linear cellularization
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC
・Expected performance/features when applied:
This technology can reduce handovers across cells and radio frequencies to form
the entire service area. Therefore, it brings higher user throughput as well as
simplification of system designing including radio frequency assignment.
・Preconditions when applied:
The technology is premised on linear and long area to be served, such as railway
and highway, where antennas are placed alongside the area. High-mobility users such
as trains and buses move in the same or opposite direction on the linear area.
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(3). Throughput maximizing resource allocation for terminals with different QoS [60]
The channel aware resource allocation technique for terminals with different QoS can
be achieved when resources are first allocated to terminals with low QoS constrains (e.g.,
best effort traffic in eMBB use case) taking into account a throughput/fairness trade-off.
This

is

followed

by assigning

resources

for

tighter

QoS

constraints

(e.g.,

delay-constraint traffic in URLLC use case) in order to satisfy QoS constraints (e.g.,
delay constraints). Allocating resources to terminals with tight QoS constraints after
terminals with low QoS constraints is more efficient than allocating these terminals in
priority (state-of-the-art approach) since the impact on the throughput of terminals
with low QoS constraints can be assessed.
For example, a delay-constrained traffic scheduler can be converted into an online
packet-oriented scheduler. This further allows for combining the resource gain metric
with a resource preemption cost. Thus, the delay constraints are satisfied and the best
effort throughput can be maximized while keeping an equal fairness before and after
preemption.

Fig. 11.3-12 Proposed scheduling algorithm
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Fig. 11.3-13 A comparison of throughput gain, 70kbps assumed for delayed
constrained high QoS applications, number of terminals for delay constrained and best
effort applications is assumed to be 30 each
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Thanks to fair resource allocation, QoS constraints are satisfied while higher
throughput for users with low QoS constraints than in state-of-the-art approaches is
achieved for a same fairness level between users with low QoS constrains. This
fairness level can be set according to the needs.
・Preconditions when applied:
Terminals

with

different

QoS

constrains

(e.g.,

best-effort

traffic

and

delay-constraint traffic) must use same frequency band. A joint resource allocation is
needed.
(4). Ultra High-Density Distributed Smart Antenna Systems [61]
In order to increase area traffic capacity, which is one of new KPIs of‘5G’, cell size has
to be reduced. However, due to sever interference, achievable area traffic capacity is
limited unless sophisticated, coordinated resource allocation technology is employed. In
Ultra High-Density Distributed Smart Antenna Systems, transmission points are
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densely deployed and terminals will connect to the transmission points that can provide
best transmission performance. Radio resource that is used by numbers of transmission
points in the area is adaptively and coordinately controlled so that high throughput is
achieved for terminals that are simultaneously transmitting data while avoiding
interference between them. Beamforming technology may be employed at each
transmission point or by coordinating multiple transmission points.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Three times compared to 4G system with coordinated resource control.
・Preconditions when applied:
RAN (Centralized Radio Access Network) scenario is considered where numbers of
transmission points are controlled by C-BBU (Centralized-Base Band Unit).
In order to effectively distribute transmission points, they have to be flexibly
configurable and small size. Low SHF band (<6GHz) is considered in experiment and
early deployment phase but the technology can be applicable in frequency bands
above 6GHz.
(5). System control technologies with wireless LAN in multi-band and multi-access
layered cells [62][63][64]
Combining heterogeneous wireless networks that cross licensed and unlicensed
spectra is a promising way of supporting surges in mobile traffic. The unlicensed band is
mostly used by wireless LAN (WLAN) nodes which employ carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Since the number of WLAN devices and their
traffic is increasing, the wireless resources of the unlicensed band is expected to become
more depleted in 2020s. In such a wireless environment, the throughput could be
extremely low and unstable due to the hidden terminal problem and exposed terminal
problem. To solve this problem, one new channel access acquisition mechanism for
systems control technologies in multi-band and multi-access layered cells is proposed
[62][63][64]. This mechanism significantly reduces the impact of the hidden terminal
problem in the unlicensed band by using licensed channel access. The information on
the user data waiting at the transmitter is notified by using a licensed spectrum
channel, so that the receiver under the hidden terminal problem can send a data
request frame using an unlicensed spectrum channel and efficiently get data reception
opportunities.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB
Application: High-throughput applications such as HD movies.
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Location: High-density area such as stadium, shopping mall.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
Higher capacity in high-density cells.
・Preconditions when applied:
Multi-band and multi-access layered cells.
11.3.6

Information of technical works related to certain use cases or applications

(1). Deployment Strategies for Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communication in
Factory Automation [65]
[As conclusions of a study of deployment strategies for ultra-reliable and low-latency
communication in factory automation, with a proper physical layer design exploiting
diversity gain, it is possible to guarantee ultra-reliable communications with extreme
low-latency down to the sub-millisecond. With such a design, full coverage can be
provided for a 300 m x 300 m factory floor. For larger factory halls, where more base
stations need to be deployed, interference becomes a limiting factor with reuse-1.
Simulations have shown that if it is possible to keep the deployments under control,
partial frequency reuse or frequency separated system can be more spectral efficient as
it requires less bandwidth than a system in which the same frequency channels are
fully reused among neighboring BS’s.
Capacity evaluations have shown that it is possible to serve nearly 20 K devices with
a reasonable antenna configuration and a bandwidth allocation. The system capacity is
mainly affected by the diversity and the system bandwidth.
Furthermore, interference management techniques (e.g., ICI coordination) could be
used to improve the system availability in terms of coverage and capacity.]
・The technology would be useful when applied to : [mMTC]
・Expected performance/features when applied:
[Capacity evaluations have shown that it is possible to serve nearly 20 K devices
with a reasonable antenna configuration and a bandwidth allocation.].
・Preconditions when applied:
[With a proper physical layer design exploiting diversity gain]

[Editor’s note: The section above has elaborated from original paper in [65] and has
not yet got confirmed by the information source whether the statements above are
proper.]
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(2). Millimeter-wave (60-GHz band) High-Speed Close Proximity Transmission
Technology [66][67][68]
The Millimeter-wave High-Speed Close Proximity Transmission Technology uses
wireless communications over a 60 GHz unlicensed band to enable instantaneous
high-volume content transfer.
- Point-to-Point connection over millimeter-wave (60 GHz) band. Enable
Point-to-Point high-speed wireless communication without interference from
surrounding traffic.
- Close proximity (less than 10cm) data transfer. Prevents information leakage by
close proximity transmission.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : [mMTC]
A user can instantaneously download large-volume files such as movies, music and
photos when the user touches their mobile device to the HRCP (high-rate close
proximity) access point which is implemented on e.g., automatic ticket gates,
・Expected performance/features when applied:
When the transmission rate is 2 Gbit/s, downloading time for a 30-minutes video
file whose size is 50 MBytes will be 220 msec.
-Mitigates the wireless traffic loads in 5G mobile networks, by downloading
large-volume files at these HRCP access points.
-Reduces power consumption in mobile device, because wireless communication is
not required while playing video, unlike streaming usage.
・Preconditions when applied:
(1) high-rate multi-Gbit/s wireless transmission, (2) device management functions
that turns on the wireless module only during the downloading, and (3) cache
mechanisms for delivering the content file to HRCP access point at which the
download will occur.
-

Radio access technologies using unlicensed bands will be employed for (1).

-

To realize (2) and (3), new management/ control functions that interoperate

with 5G mobile networks are needed.
11.3.7

Information of technical works related to energy saving nature

(1). Millimeter-wave (60-GHz band) High-Speed Close Proximity Transmission
Technology [66][67][68]
The Millimeter-wave High-Speed Close Proximity Transmission Technology uses
wireless communications over a 60 GHz unlicensed band to enable instantaneous
high-volume content transfer.
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- Point-to-Point connection over millimeter-wave (60 GHz) band. Enable
Point-to-Point high-speed wireless communication without interference from
surrounding traffic.
- Close proximity (less than 10cm) data transfer. Prevents information leakage by
close proximity transmission.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : [mMTC]
A user can instantaneously download large-volume files such as movies, music and
photos when the user touches the mobile device to the HRCP (high-rate close
proximity) access point which is implemented on e.g., automatic ticket gates.
・Expected performance/features when applied:
When the transmission rate is 2 Gbit/s, downloading time for a 30-minutes video
file whose size is 50 MBytes will be 220 msec.
-Mitigates the wireless traffic loads in 5G mobile networks, by downloading
large-volume files at these HRCP access points.
-Reduces power consumption in mobile device, because wireless communication is
not required while playing video, unlike streaming usage.
・Preconditions when applied:
(1) high-rate multi-Gbit/s wireless transmission, (2) device management functions
that turns on the wireless module only during the downloading, and (3) cache
mechanisms for delivering the content file to HRCP access point at which the
download will occur.
-

Radio access technologies using unlicensed bands will be employed for (1).

-

To realize (2) and (3), new management/ control functions that interoperate

with 5G mobile networks are needed.
(2). Energy Performance of 5G-NX Wireless Access Utilizing Massive Beamforming and
an Ultra-lean System Design [69][70]
[The energy performance of 5GNX systems, characterized by ultra-lean design and
massive beamforming, is estimated for a dense urban (major Asian city) scenario with
novel power consumption models where sleep power is defined based on the maximum
allowed DTX periods by each system. The results show that 5G-NX systems provide
much better energy performance compared to LTE due to the ultra-lean design and the
high beamforming gain, enabling longer and more efficient sleep. At expected traffic
levels beyond 2020, 5G-NX is shown to decrease the energy consumption by more than
50% while providing around 10 times more capacity.
Furthermore, carrier aggregation was shown to be a promising solution that combines
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the benefit from higher bandwidth and beamforming capabilities at 15 GHz, and the
better propagation conditions at 2.6 GHz. As a result, at expected traffic levels beyond
2020, carrier aggregation with 5G-NX provides superior performance with lower energy
consumption despite the comparably energy inefficient LTE layer.
The main focus of future work will be to evaluate the energy saving potential of
5G-NX at country level considering more scenarios, alternative deployments and
operating frequencies...]
・The technology would be useful when applied to : [eMBB, mMTC]
・Expected performance/ features when applied:
[Decrease the energy consumption by more than 50% while providing around 10
times more capacity compared with existing LTE.].
・Preconditions when applied:
[To be confirmed]

[Editor’s note: The section above has elaborated from original paper in [65] and has
not yet got confirmed by the information source whether the statements above are
proper.]
11.3.8

Information of technical works related to RAN virtualization

(1). RAN Virtualization [71][72][73] [74][75]
Novel heterogeneous networks can be realized by radio access network (RAN)
virtualization and softwarization in the 5G mobile network. The RAN virtualization is
an effective approach in a fabric of Cloud-RAN structure for example, since the mobile
network needs to support flexible capabilities in terms of frequency bands, transmission
schemes, antenna configuration, multiplex access attributes, etc.
Given the technical trends above, future RAN may have a capability of intelligent
control on radio configurations, front/back-haul transmissions, and radio resources of a
number of small cells which are organized virtually from the central controller.
A concept of RAN virtualization is illustrated in Figure 10 of Ref. [71]. In this example,
several slices are configured in association with the service profile to achieve the
required quality and reliability by radio network arrangement with RATs, bandwidth,
antenna configuration, transmission power, latency, mobility, and so on.
・The technology would be useful when applied to : eMBB, URLLC, mMTC:
In the future, more diverse services will come out in various usage scenarios in
some working environments with wide ranges of data rate, latency, connection density,
data size, mobility, reliability, etc. for the associated service profiles.
Flexible programming on the softwarized virtualization can help handling those
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service data transmissions under the virtual control function. It will be beneficial to
the network operators, service providers and end users.
・Expected performance/ features when applied:
RAN virtualization can support following radio network capabilities:
• RAN controller integrates overall network control, scheduling, and data transport
control throughout the user devices, remote radio unit (RRU), radio access schemes,
fronthaul, backhaul, and radio resources such as transport bandwidth, RAT
attributes, signaling on BBU.
• Upper controller of cloud network can potentially cover the RAN in the end-to-end
network coordination.
• Depending on the requirements for service application, the network slices are
flexibly arranged and scaled up or down in a configuration set with appropriate
network resources, virtual network functionalities (VNFs) in the virtual network
topology in dynamic way.
• The RAN has a capability of orchestrating the VNF chain by arranging and
scheduling the virtual machines, storage memories, processing units, and so on. In
consequence, all the data processing functions and the transport lines become
programmable in software.
• Network resources can be flexibly allocated in a scalable manner under the RAN
controller. Network resources are pooled, and idle resources can be shared among
some network slices.
• As a result of the expected capabilities as above, the network can provide
comfortable quality of experience (QoE) for a variety of services in a reasonable cost
(CAPEX and OPEX) with higher flexibility and agility.
・Preconditions when applied:
In a case of cloud-RAN model, it generally consists of RAN control platform,
BBU pools, backhaul connection to core network, Fronthaul connection to a
number of small cell sites for remote radio units (RRU). In a 5G novel network,
the RAN is expected to have an intelligent control over functions and transport
network in a virtual network structure, and a number of small cell sites with
various radio network resources which can be controlled remotely from the central
controller.
11.3.9

Other information of technical works related to ‘5G’ RAN

Additional ‘5G’ related technical works have been identified. These are microwave
backhaul with multiband [76] and a white paper summarizing ‘5G’ RAN related work as
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a white paper [77].
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